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ABSTRACT

Absolute ground state atomic hydrogen densities were measured, by the utilization of two-photon absorption laser induced fluorescence, in a
low-pressure electron cyclotron resonance plasma as a function of nitrogen admixtures—0 to 5000 ppm. At nitrogen admixtures of
1500 ppm and higher, the spectral distribution of the fluorescence changes from a single Gaussian to a double Gaussian distribution; this is
due to a separate, nascent contribution arising from the photolysis of an ammonia molecule. At nitrogen admixtures of 5000 ppm, the
nascent contribution becomes the dominant contribution at all investigated pressures. Thermal loading experiments were conducted by heat-
ing the chamber walls to different temperatures; this showed a decrease in the nascent contributions with increasing temperature. This is
explained by considering how the temperature influences recombination coefficients, and from which, it can be stated that the
Langmuir–Hinshelwood recombination mechanism is dominant over the Eley–Rideal mechanism.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0072534

Plasmas containing a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen are used
in a plethora of applications including plasma nitriding,1,2 impurity
seeding for power dissipation in fusion reactors,3,4 astrophysical com-
parisons,5 thin film growth,6 and for their potential in generating
ammonia for industrial applications.7 The formation of ammonia in
H2–N2 plasmas is not quantitatively understood; however, it is widely
accepted that production is dominated through plasma–surface inter-
actions. The production mechanism is the progressive hydrogenation
of nitrogen species8 in which atomic species at the wall undergo a
series of recombination reactions through both the Langmuir–
Hinshelwood (LH) and Eley–Rideal (ER) mechanisms.9 There are a
number of previous studies on H2–N2 plasmas; however, these are
mostly focused on larger admixtures with relatively large incremental
steps. Significant work has been conducted by a number of authors
to understand the complex chemical environment of H2–N2

plasmas.3,5,10–13 This study focuses exclusively on measuring atomic
hydrogen densities, from two different contributions, and their relative
changes with very small incremental steps in the nitrogen admixture.
The low, and narrow, pressure range (3–7Pa) used in this study allows
the focus to shift from the volume of the plasma to the plasma–surface

interactions that are generally accepted as being of pivotal importance
to the generation of ammonia. The partial fraction of N2 was varied up
to a maximum of 5000 ppm, but the pressures were kept constant in
each case. The measured atomic hydrogen densities and nascent con-
tribution, attributed to the creation of ammonia, are discussed in refer-
ence to the surfaces of the reactor vessel. Finally, these surfaces were
heated to various temperatures, and a significant effect of this thermal
loading was observed.

In this Letter, the significant role of impurity seeded nitrogen on
an otherwise pure hydrogen plasma is presented. This is manifested by
a significant production of ammonia that can be linked to a dissocia-
tion degree that is a factor of 500 higher for nitrogen as opposed to
hydrogen. It is also shown that the dominant mechanism for the for-
mation of ammonia must be the LH recombination mechanism.

Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of the beam line,
reactor, and detection apparatus. The beam line allows the production
of 205 nm radiation that is created through the combination of a fre-
quency doubled Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Nd:YAG pump laser,
with a pulse width of 6 ns, and a Sirah Precision Scan SL dye laser. The
615 nm red light from the dye laser then undergoes frequency
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doubling, through a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal, that is then
remixed with residual red light from the dye laser in a second BBO
crystal for sum-frequency generation to the required 205 nm radiation;
this is then used to conduct two-photon absorption laser induced fluo-
rescence (TALIF). Given the established method,14–17 only a brief
overview of the methodology will be provided here. The 205nm radia-
tion is used to excite the ground state hydrogen atoms into the n¼ 3
manifold. Additional complexity can be noted due to the two-photon
optical selection rules;18 ultimately, the outcome through either direct
excitation and/or L-state mixing is a fully mixed, but not with an equal
ratio, n¼ 3 manifold. In the absence of quenching, this manifold
relaxes over a natural time-constant this is referred to as the natural

lifetime. By detecting the fluorescent photons produced during this
relaxation, combined with knowledge of the reduced optical branching
ratio and various invariant experimental terms, the density of the
excited state can be calculated. This excited state density is propor-
tional to the ground state density; however, a calibration using krypton
is required to determine absolute ground state densities.14,19

Saturation curve measurements, which are necessary to ensure
that no photo-ionization occurs from the excited state, were per-
formed, and an energy per pulse of 370 and 19 lJ was used for hydro-
gen and krypton, respectively, to avoid this effect. Effective lifetimes
were measured to be 12 and 33ns for hydrogen and krypton, respec-
tively, and were found to be independent of any parametric variation
performed in this study. The measurements were conducted at the
same vertical and horizontal positions as a Sairem Aura-Wave electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source, but with a radial displace-
ment of 115mm. The plasma source was powered by a Sairem micro-
wave generator that was operated at 2.45GHz throughout the
experiments. The base pressure of the reactor was 4.5 � 10–5Pa, and
working pressures were controlled using a butterfly valve linked to a
baratron pressure gauge. The gas flow was controlled using two identi-
cal MKS mass flow controllers with a total flow rate of 14 sccm into a
chamber with a volume of 80 l. The detection scheme used a Nikon
lens system focused onto a small region of interest that was approxi-
mately 10 and 2mm in the horizontal and vertical distances, respec-
tively. The fluorescent photon count is an integrated measurement
within this region of interest, with each pixel representing a unique
spatial location.20 Immediately before the camera, an Andor iStar
DH734x iCCD, a spectral filter, with a bandwidth of 10 nm centered
around 656nm for hydrogen and 825nm for krypton, was installed to
filter for only the fluorescence wavelength.

Figure 2(a) shows the single Gaussian spectral profile; each point
is an accumulation of 200 laser pulses, for the plasma produced atomic
hydrogen (hereafter referred to as the plasma contribution) in a pure
hydrogen plasma operated at 5 Pa for an applied power of 150W. By
contrast, upon the addition of 5000 ppm nitrogen into the otherwise
pure hydrogen feed gas, a two Gaussian contribution can clearly be
observed, as shown in Fig. 2(b); this is due to the two different popula-
tions of atomic hydrogen within the fluorescence signal. The narrower
Gaussian is the same contribution, as shown in Fig. 2(a), resulting
from the dissociation of hydrogen molecules primarily through elec-
tron impact dissociation. However, the second contribution (hereafter

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup (top view).

FIG. 2. (a) The Gaussian spectral profile
for the Ha fluorescence at 656 nm for a
pressure of 5 Pa and an applied power of
150W with 0 ppm nitrogen. Here, a single
Gaussian spectral profile can be
observed. (b) The same spectral profile
with an admixture of 5000 ppm nitrogen.
By contrast, a significant deviation from
the single Gaussian profile to a double
Gaussian structure can be observed; this
is due to the creation of a second hydro-
gen production channel.
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referred to as the nascent contribution) is from the detection of a
hydrogen atom due to the photolysis of a parent ammonia molecule.
The nascent contribution is significantly broader than the plasma con-
tribution; this effect has previously been discussed by Amorim et al.7

who showed, due to the conservation of momentum law, that the
nascent hydrogen atom can have a maximum energy of up to 94% of
the total translational energy of the parent molecule.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the plasma and nascent
contributions as a function of nitrogen admixture at an applied power
of 100W for three different pressures: (a) 3 Pa, (b) 5 Pa, and (c) 7 Pa.
The trends shown for each of these pressures are identical with the
nascent contribution being below the detection threshold for nitrogen
admixtures of 1000 ppm and below. The plasma contribution remains
approximately static for increasing nitrogen admixtures, while the
nascent contribution increases. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the nascent con-
tribution is approximately equal to the plasma contribution with a
nitrogen admixture of 1500 ppm. However, Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show
that the equivalent contributions are not reached until a nitrogen
admixture of 2500 ppm.

The ammonia itself, from which the nascent contribution is
derived, is created through interactions at the wall of the vessel. The
most commonly accepted theory is the progressive hydrogenation of
nitrogen species through successive recombination with hydrogen
atoms. This requires that four atoms must be created within the
plasma (three for hydrogen and one for nitrogen). By estimating the
gas temperature, assumed to be 300K, dissociation degrees (as defined
by Eq. (1) with nx denoting the atomic density and 2nX2 denoting the
number of possible atoms from the diatomic parent molecule)
between 0.08 and 0.13% were calculated for atomic hydrogen gener-
ated from the plasma contribution. The same can then be done for the
dissociation degree for atomic nitrogen; however, an additional
assumption must be made in this instance. It must be assumed that
the nascent contribution is equal to the ammonia density.
Unfortunately, this cannot be stated with complete confidence.
However, it can be stated that the nascent contribution is the mini-
mum ammonia density present within the plasma because only one
nascent hydrogen atom can be photolysed from the ammonia mole-
cule; this is because the 205nm radiation is unable to satisfy the
approximately 7.6 eV requirement for the photolysis of NH2.

21 This
does not mean that there are not ammonia molecules that did not
undergo photolysis within the region of interest investigated. The dis-
sociation degrees calculated for atomic nitrogen ranged from 43% to
61% and were found to increase with decreasing pressure. This is in
reasonably good agreement with the relative contributions measured
by Carrasco et al.,9 although the nitrogen admixture used in their
work was set at 10% of the total feed gas. The significant difference in
the dissociation degrees for hydrogen and nitrogen can only be
explained by a highly efficient recombination of atomic nitrogen to
ammonia at the walls of the chamber,

DD ¼ nx
2nX2

� 100: (1)

Figure 4 shows the fractional contribution of the nascent signal
with respect to the total signal as a function of nitrogen admixture for
three different pressures: 3, 5, and 7Pa at an applied power of 100W.
Increasing the pressure decreases the fractional contribution of the
nascent signal. However, this becomes less prevalent at higher nitrogen

FIG. 3. The plasma and the nascent contributions as a function of nitrogen admix-
ture for a power of 100W. Three different pressures are shown: (a) 3 Pa, (b) 5 Pa,
and (c) 7 Pa.
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admixtures. There are two reasons why this may be the case. First, the
plasma contribution may simply increase more rapidly than the
nascent contribution with increasing pressure. Second, increasing
the pressure decreases the diffusion of atoms to the walls as the num-
ber of collisions is increased, therefore due to the reliance on atomic
diffusion to the walls for the source term, decreasing the production
rate of ammonia.

Given the importance of plasma-surface interactions for the pro-
duction of ammonia, the entire reactor vessel was heated to observe
whether a thermal dependency could be detected. Figure 5 shows the

comparison between the plasma and nascent contributions as a func-
tion of nitrogen admixture for a 5Pa plasma with an applied power of
100W. All of the surfaces of the vessel were heated to three different
temperatures: 20 �C, 60 �C, and 100 �C. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
state with great confidence, due to the large errors involved in per-
forming TALIF, but it appears that the plasma contribution suffers a
slight decrease with increasing wall temperature. Nevertheless, the
results clearly show that increasing the surface temperature decreases
the nascent contribution.

Kim and Boudart22 showed that it is possible to explain the non-
trivial temperature dependency of the macroscopic recombination rate
by separating the contributions of the LH and ER mechanisms. As fur-
ther discussed by Cartry et al.,23 the contribution for the LH mecha-
nism increases to a certain threshold value, as the wall temperature is
increased so is the atomic thermal energy that subsequently increases
the recombination cross section. Moreover, beyond this, it begins to
decrease as the characteristic migration distance decreases. By contrast,
the ER mechanism increases with increasing temperature until a
threshold, approximately 1250K,22 is reached. Thus, given the obser-
vations noted from Fig. 5 of decreasing nascent contribution for
increasing wall temperature, the only recombination mechanism to
decrease with increasing temperature is the LH mechanism, providing
the threshold has been reached and surpassed, and then the dominant
mechanism for the creation of ammonia under the conditions investi-
gated in this study must be Langmuir–Hinshelwood. This is in agree-
ment with the simulation work conducted by Carrasco et al.,9 which
found that if the LH mechanism was not accounted for, then a signifi-
cant discrepancy appears when comparing experimental and simu-
lated data.

It has been shown that a significant amount of ammonia is
being created even in a plasma with only very small levels of nitro-
gen admixed into hydrogen. The nascent contribution, from which
the ammonia density is inferred, has been shown to decrease for
increasing pressure; one explanation for this is the decreasing flux
of atomic nitrogen to the wall with increasing pressure. By com-
bining the nascent hydrogen atom densities with an approximation
for the temperature, a dissociation degree has been estimated. A
significant discrepancy, a factor of approximately 500, between the
dissociation degree of hydrogen and nitrogen has been calculated.
We propose that this discrepancy can be explained by a highly
effective recombination of atomic nitrogen at the wall to ammonia
through progressive hydrogenation of nitrogen and NHx species.
The importance of the wall was shown to be irrefutable by con-
ducting thermal loading experiments; this showed that increasing
the temperature of the wall clearly decreases the nascent contribu-
tion. This can only be due to the decrease in the Langmuir-
Hinshelwood recombination coefficient; from which, it can be
inferred that this mechanism is more dominant than the
Eley–Rideal mechanism.
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FIG. 5. The plasma and nascent contributions as a function of nitrogen admixture
for three different wall temperatures.

FIG. 4. The fractional contribution, defined as the fraction of the nascent contribu-
tion to the total signal as a function of nitrogen admixture for three different
pressures.
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